ABSTRACT. We study the question "Are discrete families of points separated in countably paracompact spaces?" in the class of first countable spaces and the class of separable spaces.
MA+-1CH implies no (Silver, Rothberger, Bing, Tall [11] ). In the class of separable spaces, (B) is equivalent to the cardinal arithmetic 2^° < 2Hl (Jones, Heath [7, 5] ).
The negative results consist of the construction of counterexamples which are countably paracompact (so that these negative results also apply to (A)) while the positive results consist of proofs for which normality appears essential. Fleissner [3] and Tall have asked whether it is consistent that, in the class of first countable spaces, the answer is yes to (A). Fleissner, Przymusinski and Reed [3, 8, 9 ] have asked whether it is possible to show that, in the class of separable spaces, (A) is equivalent to the cardinal arithmetic 2N° < 2Kl (Fleissner was able to extend Jones' short proof to show that, in the class of separable spaces, 2N° = Ni implies yes to (A)). We show that, in the class of first countable spaces, (A) is independent of the axioms of set theory (V = L implies yes) and that, in the class of separable spaces, (A) is equivalent to a set-theoretic statement whose equivalence with 2^° < 2Nl is a special case of a well-known open problem in set theory (Steprans, Jech and Prikry [6, 10] have shown, independently, for example, that, if 2**° is a regular cardinal and there is no measurable cardinal in an inner model, then the equivalence holds).
In this paper, a space is a regular topological space; a family {Aa:a < k} of subsets of a space is separated if there is a disjoint family {Oa: a < /c} of open sets such that, for each a < k, Aa is contained in Oa; a space is collectionwise Hausdorff if every discrete family of points is separated.
I. First countable countably paracompact spaces.
THEOREM l (V = L). First countable countably paracompact spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff.
To motivate the method of proof of this result, we discuss the proof (due to Fleissner and Tall) that it is consistent that first countable normal spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff.
In 1969, Tall [11] showed that, in an iterated forcing extension, first countable normal spaces of cardinality less than Ku,1 are collectionwise Hausdorff. In 1972, Fleissner [1] showed that, under V = L, first countable normal spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff.
It seems to be necessary to treat regular and singular cardinals differently (NWl is the least singular cardinal of uncountable cofinality) and Fleissner's result follows, by induction on k, from:
LEMMA 1 (V -L). Let X be a normal space and let n be a cardinal such that each discrete family of points of cardinality less than k is separated. If (a) k is regular and the character of X is at most k, or ¿/"(b) k is singular and the character of X is less than k, then each discrete family of points of cardinality k is separated.
The induction step for regular cardinals uses a combinatorial consequence of V = L (an enumeration principle) which allows, assuming the existence of a discrete family of points of cardinality k which is not separated, the inductive definition of a partition (a counterexample to normality) of the discrete family of points by witnessing the failure of each neighborhood assignment to separate the family. There are 2K many neighborhood assignments which must be witnessed in /c steps and that is the use of V -L.
The induction step for singular cardinals is complicated by the lack of useful enumeration principles for singular cardinals which are stronger than the generalized continuum hypothesis. The GCH allows the inductive definition of a counterexample to normality but by witnessing the failure of each neighborhood assignment to separate "most" of the discrete family of points. Iterating countably many times the process of separating "most" of the remaining unseparated subfamilies yields a countable partition of the family into separated subfamilies so that the family is separated by applying normality.
The proof of Theorem 1 is similar, in outline, to the proof of Fleissner's result. Theorem 1 follows, by induction on k, from the following lemma.
LEMMA 2 (V = L). Let X be a countably paracompact space and let k be a cardinal such that each discrete family of points of cardinality less than k is separated. If (a) k is regular and the character of X is most most k, or if (b) k is singular and the character of X is less than n, then each discrete family of points of cardinality k is separated.
Let us fix some notation throughout this section: X is a countably paracompact space with character A. {xa:a E k} is a discrete family of points and, for each a E k, {Uß(a): ß E X} is a neighborhood base for xa.
We begin with an application of countable paracompactness: LEMMA 3. Whenever m: k -> u, there is g: k -> A such that, letting j: k -► [u]<u be defined by j(a) = {m(ß):Ug{a)(a) n <7o(/3)(/3) / 0}, {¿(/?): t/9(a)(a) n Ug(ß)(ß) t¿0} is finite.
PROOF. For each n E u>, let An = {xa: m(a) -n). {An: n E w} is a partition of {xa: a E k} into a countable discrete family of closed sets. Applying countable paracompactness, let {Un:n E ui} be a locally finite family of open sets such that Un contains An. Let /o witness the local finiteness of {Un:n E oj}. That is, let fo'. K -> A be defined such that, for each a E k, (1) {n G w: f7/0(Q)(a) n £/"} is finite. Let h be the "way" in which {Un:n E u>} is locally finite. That is, let h: /c -> H<u' be defined by h(a) = {nEu: USo{a)(a) nUn¿ 0}. Let g: k, -> X be defined such that, for each a E /c, Ugtay(a) is contained in each of (7m(Q),L7/0(Q)(a),V/l(a),i7/l(a)(a).
That is, let g refine {Un:n E w}, witness the local finiteness of {Un:n E u¡}, refine the "way" in which {Un:n E u>} is locally finite and witness the local finiteness of the "way" in which {Un:n Eui} is locally finite.
We show that g works. Ugia)(a)r\Ugt0)(ß) ^ 0 and m(ß) = n implies Uf0ia)(a)r\ Un^% (since Ug<a)(a) C Uioia)(a) and Ug,0)(ß) C Uml0)) and so, by (1), j is well defined. Ug/a)(a) H Ugtß)(ß) / 0 and h(ß) -p implies Ufl(a)(a) il Vp ^ 0 (since Ug(a)(a) C Uh{a)(a) and Ugi0)(ß) C V^)) and so, by (2) , {h(ß):Ug{a)(a) n Ug{ß)(ß) £ 0} is finite, h does not coincide with j but, for each ß E k, h(ß) contains j(ß) (since Ugtß)(ß) C Uf0(ß)(ß))-There are finitely many subsets of each of the finitely many h(ß) implies that {j(ß): Ug(a)(a) fl Ug(ß)(ß) ^ 0} is finite.
The induction step for regular cardinals uses a combinatorial consequence of V = L (an enumeration principle) which allows, assuming the existence of a discrete family of points of cardinality k which is not separated, the inductive definition of a countable partition (a counterexample to countable paracompactness) of the discrete family of points by witnessing the failure of each neighborhood assignment to both (a) separate the family and (b) witness the way in which the space is countably paracompact with respect to the partition. The enumeration principle "traps", in addition to neighborhood assignments, the way in which the space is countably paracompact with respect to the partition. The partition is defined inductively by mapping a point somewhere that the enumeration principle "guesses" it is not mapped. This is the main new set-theoretic idea of the proof.
The proof of Lemma 2(a) may appear technical so we shall first present a proof of the following lemma of Fleissner [2, 4] in which the ideas are more accessible. PROOF. Let T be a special Aronszajn tree. T is the union of countably many antichains.
Some antichain A must intersect a stationary set S of levels. For a E S, let Ta be the ath level of T. For a E S, let xa E A n Ta. Let Ua(ß) be {t ET:t < Xß and level(t) > a} when a < ß and T otherwise. Let {(ga,ja)'-(x E S} be such that, for any (g,j) where g: S -► wi and j: S -► M<w (M<a; denotes the family of finite subsets of w), there are stationarily many a E S such that 3 \ a = ga and j [ a = ja. <0>s implies that this sequence exists! We define m: S -> w as follows: If there is a neighborhood V of xa such that J = \J{Ja{ßY-Uga(ß)(ß) n V ^ 0 and /? < a} is finite, then let m(a) £ J. 
Let
B=^aES:xa^\J{Ugi0)(ß):ß<a} {xa:a E B} is separated and so B is nonstationary.
Find a E S -B such that g Í Q and j [ a -ja. The conclusion of Lemma 3, j \ a -ja and g \ a = ga imply that {ja(ß)-Ugíá)(a) Pi Uga(ß)(ß) ^ 0 and /? < a} is finite (adding the restriction ß < a only makes the set smaller). In the definition of m, a neighborhood V did exist (for example Ugia)(a)).
a E S -B implies that xa E [}{Ug(ß)(ß):ß < a) which implies that there is ßo < a such that (Ugia)(a) n V) fl Ugtß0)(ßo) ^ 0-v n uga(ßo)(ßo) ¥" 0 implies that ja(ßo) C J, m(a) £ J implies m(a) <¿ ja(ßn). Ug(a)(a) fl Ugiß0)(ßo) r^ 0 implies that m(a) E j(ßo), which is a contradiction. The proof of Lemma 2(a) is more complicated than the proof of Lemma 4 because of the necessity of trapping each neighborhood assignment on its associated stationary set.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2(a). If n = w, then we use the regularity of X. We assume therefore that k is uncountable. We use V = L; more specifically Fleissner's ^Js which follows from V -L and which asserts that: If {Af.f E K/c} is a family of stationary sets such that / \ a = g \ a implies Aj fl (a + 1) = Ag fl (a + 1), then there is a sequence {fa : a E k} where fa:a -» a such that, for any /: k -> k, there are stationarily many a E A¡ such that / \ a -fa. We use the following variation The proof that (*) is a variation of 0JS is a standard coding argument; examples of these arguments are found in, for example, [13, p. 32 or 14, p. 85].
We shall code neighborhood assignments to {xa:a E k} by functions in kk. By an argument of Fleissner (Lemma 1 in [1] ), if there is an /: k -* k such that Af = {a E tz:\J{Ufiß)(ß):ß < a} n {xß-.a < ß < k) ^ 0} is nonstationary, then {xa:a < /c} may be separated by disjoint open sets contrary to assumption. We note that one need only use the collectionwise Hausdorff property for closed discrete sets of cardinality less than k and not normality in this argument. Thus we may assume that each Af is a stationary set. Whether a E Af depends only on / f a,
Y
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We will define a partial function m: k -► w inductively. The inductive definition of the partial function m: k -* lj will be somewhat complicated. We will want to keep track of the stages of the induction at which "something happened", so we will also define an auxiliary function e: k -> 2. e(a) = 1 will tell us that "something happened" at stage a.
Suppose that e \ a has been defined but e(a) has not yet been defined. If \J{Uaa{ß)(ßY-ß < ex} n {xß: a<ß<K} = <n, then let e(a) = 1 and do nothing else. Otherwise, choose a' > a such that xa> E \J{Uga,0)(ß):ß < a}. Let e(a) = 1 and let e(ß) = 0 for each a < ß < a'.
If there is a neighborhood V of xa> such that J = \J{ja(ß)'-Uga(ß)(ß) C\ V 0 and ß < a} is finite, then let m(a!) be a natural number which is not an element of J. Otherwise, do nothing else. Now there is some ß > a such that e \ ß has been defined but e(ß) has not yet been defined.
Note that e_1({l}) is a closed unbounded set. That is, something happened on a closed unbounded set.
Let g: k, -> A and j: k, -» [w]<0" be as in Lemma 3. By (*), there are stationarily many a E Ag such that g \ a = ga and j \ a = ja. Recall that e_1({l}) is a closed unbounded set and find an a E Ag such that e(a) = 1, g \ a = ga and j \ a = ja.
First, note that since e(a) = 1, a "came up" in the inductive definition of m. That is, as we defined m (and e), there was a point at which e [ a had been defined and e(a) had not yet been defined.
Let us examine the reasoning which must have taken place at that time. Since a E Ag, (j{Ug(ß)(ß):ß < a} n {xß:a < ß < k} ¿ 0 but since g \ a = ga, \J{Uga/ß)(ß): ß < a} fl {xß-.a < ß < /c} ^ 0. This means we chose a' > a such that xa, E \J{Uga(ß)(ß):ß<a}.
By the conclusion of Lemma 3, {j(ß)'-Ugiai)(a') 0 Ug(ß)(ß) ^ 0} is finite and so there exists a neighborhood V of xQ< such that {j(ß): ß < a and Ug(ß)(ß) Í1F/0} is finite (ß < a only makes that finite set smaller). So, knowing that this set is finite, let us continue our examination of the reasoning which took place at that time when e \ a had been defined but e(a) had not yet been defined. By the above, since 3 \ a = Ja and g \ a = ga, \J{J<*(ß)-ß < a and Uga(0)(ß) n V ^ 0} is finite and so m(a') was defined and
Note, however, that a' was chosen such that xat E \J{Ugaiß)(ß): ß < a}. V and Ugtai)(a') are both neighborhoods of xa> and so (V n Ug{a,}(a')) n \j{Uga(0)(ß): ß < a} + 0, so that (2) VilUg{al)(a')f\Uga(0o)(ßo)^% for some ß0 < a.
In particular, Ugiai)(a') f~l Uga^ß0)(ßo) ^ 0 and so by our definition of j(ßa),
Also, in particular from (2), V fl U9ar0oy(ßo) ^ 0 so by our definition of J (since ßo < ol), ja(ßo) C J. Since ja = j fa, j(ß0) C J and so by (3) m(a') E J, which contradicts (1) and ends the proof.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2(b). We assume that {k0: ß < cf (k)} is a closed unbounded set in k of cardinals, not less that A, enumerated in increasing order. We assume, without loss of generality, that cf(/c) < A. We use only the GCH in the proof of Lemma 2(b). This makes the proof more complicated but there do not seem to be any useful enumeration principles for singular cardinals which are any stronger than the GCH.
The GCH allows the inductive definition of a counterexample to countable paracompactness but by witnessing the failure of each neighborhood assignment to both (a) separate "most" of the discrete family of points, and (b) witness the way in which the space is countably paracompact with respect to the partition, the best that can be obtained from the method of proof of Lemma 2(a) is the following:
LEMMA 5 (GCH). There is a neighborhood assignment /:/c -► A such that for each X < a < k, \}{Uf(ß)(ß):ß < a) fl {xß-.ß < k} has cardinality at most \a\.
PROOF. We use GCH, more specifically, the following principle: (il) There is a sequence {(ga,ja)'-X < a < n} where ga is a partial function from k into A and ja is a partial function from k into [w]<w such that for any (g,j) where g : k -> A and j: k -> [w]<w and any ß E [A, k), there is an a such that g \ ß -ga, j \ ß = ja and \ß\ = \a\.
To see that (fl) follows from GCH whenever k is a limit cardinal, let {(ga, ja)'-P < there is a ß such that g \ a = g0, j \ a -jß and \ß\ = \a\. Revisiting the reasoning which took place at stage ß of the inductive definition of m shows that there is 7 G k such that m(^) lies both in and out of J as before.
We can shorten the exposition of the proof of Lemma 2(b) by making an observation: The hypothesis of normality for Lemma 1 may be weakened to normality for closed discrete sets, and so Lemma 1 shows that to prove Lemma 2(b), it suffices to show the following: LEMMA 6. X is normal with respect to closed discrete sets of cardinality at most k.
It is somewhat simpler to show that a discrete family of points is normalized than separated. For example, Lemma 5 yields the following weak form of Lemma
6.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF. Reorder {xa:a E re} so that A has indices bounded by p, where A < p, < re. Apply Lemma 5 to {xa: a < re} to get a neighborhood assignment /: re -» A such that \J{Uf/ß)(ß):ß < p} f) {xa: a < re} has cardinality at most p.
Assume, without loss of generality, that xa & \J{Uf(ß)(ß):ß E p) implies Uf,a)(a)\MJm(ß) = 1b (ßEp) and that xa E U{Uf(ß)(ß):ß G p,} implies Ufla)(a)nUf{ß)(ß) (ßep:ß^a) (using the collectionwise Hausdorff property for closed discrete sets of cardinality p). PROOF OF LEMMA 6. We let {xa:a < re} and {ya:a < re} be disjoint closed discrete sets. We wish to separate {xa: a < re} and {ya: a < re}.
Let us use what we can of Lemma 5 in the simplified context of Lemma 6: LEMMA 8. There are neighborhood assignments f : re -> A and g : re -► A and a subset E of k such that, for any a,ß G k -E, Uf(a)(xa) fl Ugtßy(yß) -0 and such that for any ß < cf(/c), \E f) [Kß,Kß+i)\ < Kß.
Lemma 8 states that we can separate "most" of {xa: a < k) from "most" of {ya:a < k}.
PROOF. List {xa: a e k} U {ya: a G k} by {oQ: a G k} so that xa and ya appear consecutively. Let /* be a neighborhood assignment as in Lemma 5. Assume, without loss of generality, that /* separates {xa-.Kß < a < Kß+i} and {ya'-^ß < a < K/3+i} whenever ß E cí(k) (applying the collectionwise Hausdorff property for closed discrete sets of cardinality less than k) and that aa G' \J{Uf(ß)(ß)'-ß G a} implies Ufia)(a)(MJf.ißy(ß) = 0 whenever ß E a. f* induces / and g by returning to the original indexing. Let _ E= \a:ya E \J{Uf{n)(xn): n e a} I U|a:xa E\J{UgM(y"):ri E a}\ .
By Lemma 5, for each ß E cf(rc), \E fl [Kß, Kß+i)\ < Kß. Let us state the crucial property of "most" which enables the proof of Lemma 6 to work: LEMMA 9. Let E be a subset of k such that \E\ = k and such that for any ordinal ß < cf(/c), \E O [Kß,Kß+i)\ < k0. There is an ordering {aa:a < k} of E such that, for all ß E E, if ß > kq, then ß -aa for some a < ß.
Lemma 9 states that the complement of "most" of k may be reindexed by an eventually regressive function.
PROOF. For each ß < cf(/c), let ¡Kß,Kß+i) be partitioned as {E^:a < cf(/c)} where \E%\ -K/3+1 for each a < cî(k). Note that for each 1 < a < cf(/c), \[J{Ei:ß< a}\ = J2{K0+i:ß< a} = Ka.
Further, note that {(j{E^: ß < a}:a < cf(re)} is a partition of [reo, re). Let reo be partitioned into two sets Ci,C2 such that |Ci| = IC2I = reo-For each ß < cf(re), \E fl [Kß,Kß+i)\ < Kß. So map E n [re^re^+i) injectively into \J{E0:u < ß} for each ß > 1. Map E n [reo,rei) injectively into Ci and map E n re0 injectively into C2. The union of these injections is an injection since their ranges are disjoint.
If «i < X E E, then A lies in E D [k0, k0+i) for some 1 < ß < cf(re). A is then mapped into {E0: v < ß} and thus into some E0 C [re^, re^+i). The image of A is less than re"+i < k0 < A as required. If reo < A < rei, then A is mapped into Ci and so the image of A is less than reo as required and Lemma 9 is proved. PROOF OF LEMMA 6 (CONTINUED). In this proof, we apply Lemma 8 in an iteration along an oj-tree. At each node s, there is a subset As of {xa:a < re} and a subset Bs of {ya: a < re} which we wish to separate. We apply Lemma 8 to separate most of Aa from most of Ba. This leaves a task for each of two successor nodes: to separate A from all but most of B and to separate all but most of A from B. Each successor of a node s reindexes either Aa or Ba regressively so that each ordered pair (xa,ya) "occurs" in a finite subtree.
There are two complications. First, the tree is not defined by level but, instead, in such a way that the subsets of {xa:a < re} are uniformly indexed. Second, it is necessary to apply the countable paracompactness of X with respect to the partition of {xa: a < re} induced by the uniform reindexing and the partition of {ya: a < re} induced by the association of a finite subtree to each ya.
Let 5 be the set of finite strings of zeros and ones. We shall define {(An, Bs):s E H; n E w} where each An is an indexing of a subset of {xa: a E re} and each Bs is an indexing of a subset of {ya: a E re} by induction on n and the number of zeros in s. The Oth stage consists of defining Aq = {xa:a E re} and B% = {ya'-oc E re}. The nth stage of the induction (for n > 1) takes place in two parts: In the first part, we define (An,Bs) for strings s which have precisely n -1 many zeros and which end in a one. In the second part, we define (An, Bs) for strings s which have precisely n many zeros and which end in a zero.
Let us describe the first part: Let t be a fixed string occurring at stage n -1 which ends in a zero. We define Bs, where s -t ~u and u is a finite string of ones, by a subinduction on the length of it.
Apply Lemma 8 to (An-i,Bt~u)-, where u is a (possibly empty) string of ones, to get neighborhood assignments f*~u,gcu and a subset E of re. Let Bf~u~i be the indexing with domain By.u(E) given by an application of Lemma 9 to Bfu(By~u(E)).
Let us describe the second part: We define An. Apply Lemma 8 to each (At, Bt) to which Lemma 8 has not yet been applied to get neighborhood assignments /*, g* and a subset Et of re. Let E be the union of the Et (the union is taken over all t being considered in this paragraph).
An is the indexing with domain A^^E) given by an application of Lemma 9 to An-i (A^^E)).
Let M = {8: there is an s G 5 and an a < X such that either xs is the ath element of As under its associated ordering or y¿ is the ath element of Bs under its associated ordering}. We compute the cardinality of M to be A.
Note than we can define / and g such that whenever (Í) 8 EM and -7 £ M, Ui{è)(x6) n Ug^y-,) = f//w(i7) n Ug{S)(ys) = 0 by Lemma 7, and such that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) whenever ¿,7 G M, Uf(6)(x6) fï Ugt1)(y1) = 0 by the collectionwise Hausdorff property for closed discrete sets of cardinality less than re. We note that, whenever 8,7 ^ M, there is a string s with n zeros such that x¿ E An -An+i and y~¡ G Bs -B3~i. Otherwise, for each string s with n zeros such that x¿ G An and yn E Bs, either x¿ G An+1 or y1 E B3~i. Since x¿ G Ao and y~f E Bq , by induction there is a sequence of strings {s¿: i > 0} such that the length of Si is i, the a¿ are linearly ordered by inclusion and xs E Ani and y-¡ E BSi (where n¿ is the number of zeros in s¿). We applied Lemma 9 in the indexing of An so that the index of x¿ in A"+i is less than the index of x¿ in An (8 £ M implies that the index of x¿ is not less than A). There is no infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals implies that the number of zeros in the s¿ is bounded.
We applied Lemma 9 in the indexing of B3i so the index of y^ in BSi+l is less than the index of yn in B3i whenever sl+i -st~l (7 $ M implies that the index of y-, in B3i is not less than A). There is no infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals implies that s¿+i = s¿~l for at most finitely many i. This is a contradiction with the bounded number of zeros in the s¿. {Ai -Ai+\:i > 0} is a discrete family of closed subsets of {xa:a E re}. Let {[/": n > 0} be a locally finite family of open sets such that Un C~\ {xa: a E re} = Ai -Al+i. We can define / and g such that (3) f \ (k -M) refines {Un:n > 0} and g witnesses the local finiteness of {Un:n>0}.
For each a G re -M, letting n(a) = max{n: Ug(a)(ya)nUn ^ 0}, consider the set of strings s such that s has at most n(a) many zeros and ya E B3. This is a subtree Ta of . Any infinite branch in Ta necessitates an infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals, so there are no infinite branches in Ta. By Konig's Lemma, Ta is a finite tree. We can define g such that (4) whenever 7 G re -M, s ET^, the /3th element of Bs is y^ and y^ E B3-5s~i, u9{i)(yi)cug.{0)(yi).
For each a G re -M, we have associated a finite tree Ta. Let the finite trees be enumerated as {Tn:n > 0}. Let {ya'-Oi G (re -M)} be partitioned as follows: {{ya'-a G (re -M) and Ta = Tn}:n > 0}. Applying countable paracompactness, let {Vn: n > 0} be a locally finite family of open sets such that Vn d {ya'-a < re} = {ya: a E re -M and Ta = Tn).
We can define / and g such that (5) g refines {Vn: n > 0} on {ya: a E re -M} and / witnesses the local finiteness of {Vn:n>0}.
For each 8 E re -M, let N(8) = {n > 0:í//(6)(x¿) flVn / 0}. Let T(8) = \J{Tn:nEN(8)}.
We can define / such that (6) whenever 8 E re -M, s E T(8) and the /3th element of A3 is x¿, Uf^)(xs) C Uf(0)(xg). Since T(8) is finite, this is possible.
We define / and g to be such that (l)- (6) hold. Suppose Ufí^(xs)DUgi1)(y1) 0 . By (1) and (2), we may assume 8,7 ^ M.
There is a string s with n zeros such that x¿ G An -An+i and yn E Bs -B^\.
By (3) and the definition of n(7), Ugi1)(y1) fl Un = 0 for any n > n(7). That is, Ug(-i)(y~t) n Uf(6)(x¿) = 0 for any x¿ G An -An+i; n > n(^). In other words, s has no more than 72 (7) By (6) , if the /3th element of As is x¿, Ufis)(xs) C Uf.^(xs). By the definition of /* and g*, Ug.tß^y-,) fl Uf*ta)(xs) = 0 and so f/g(-,)(2/-y) 0 Ug(6)(xs) -0, which is a contradiction.
In [15] , we used Lemma 1 of this section to show that, under V = L, locally compact normal spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff and that, under V -L, locally compact, metacompact normal spaces are paracompact.
A natural conjecture is that Lemma 2 of this section can be used to show that, under V = L, locally compact countably paracompact spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff and that, under V = L, locally compact metacompact countably paracompact spaces are paracompact. We have been unable, however, to prove this conjecture. Balogh [17] has shown that, under V = L, locally compact metacompact countably paracompact spaces are paracompact.
Daniels [18] has shown that, under V = L, locally compact countably paracompact spaces of character less than Nw are collectionwise Hausdorff. A question remains: Question 1. Is there, in ZFC, a locally compact countably paracompact space which is not collectionwise Hausdorff?
Kunen and Nyikos [20] showed that the Product Measure Extension Axiom (which can be shown consistent, using a strongly compact cardinal) implies that normal first countable spaces are collectionwise normal and so that normal Moore spaces are metrizable.
Burke [19] has shown that this axiom also implies that countably paracompact first countable spaces are collectionwise normal for subparacompact sets and so that countably paracompact Moore spaces are metrizable.
II. Separable countably paracompact spaces.
THEOREM 2. There is a countably paracompact separable space with an uncountable closed discrete set if and only if there is a dominating family in Ulw of cardinality of the continuum.
To motivate this result, we state a result of Steprans, Jech and Prikry: (2N° < 2Kl and 2N° is a regular cardinal and there is no measurable cardinal in an inner model) implies that there is no dominating family in Wl w of cardinality 2H°. This implies that under (2N° < 2Nl and 2N° is a regular cardinal and there is no measurable cardinal in an inner model) countably paracompact separable spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. First, we assume that there is a countably paracompact, separable space with an uncountable closed discrete set and show that there is a dominating family in Wl w of cardinality of the continuum.
Let Af be a countably paracompact space where wi -uj is a closed discrete set and w is a dense set. Let {{-P": n E u>}:a < re}, where re < 2N°, enumerate the locally finite sequences of subsets of u. For each a < re, let fa: (wi -<$)) -» w be defined by fa(ß) = max{n:/3 G P°}. Claim that {fa-a < re} is a dominating family in (wi-w)u;_ Lgt g: u1 -oj -» u). {g~l(n):n E w} is a partition of u>i -w, and so there is a locally finite family {[/": n Eu} oí open sets such that U" fl (wi -u>) = g~1(n). {(7nna;:nGw}isa locally finite sequence of subsets of uj and so there is an a < re such that, for each n E uj, Un Pi uj = P". <7_1(n) is contained in Un which is contained in TJ~ -UnP\uj = P%. If g(ß) = n, then ß E g_1(n) and so ß E Pg and fa(ß) > w. We have shown that there is an a < re such that, for each ß E uj, fa(ß) > g(ß) as required.
Second, we assume that there is a dominating family in Uiuj of cardinality of the continuum and show that there is a countably paracompact separable space with an uncountable closed discrete set. Let {f0:ß < 2"} be a dominating family in u'1uj. Assume, without loss of generality, that, for each a G wi, there is a ß e 2" such that /¿_1({0}) = {a} (this is a technical point which is needed so that the space constructed is regular). Let X be the set of functions with domain 2U and range uj. Let X have the product topology. Let Tt:uJi -> X be defined by 7r(a)(/3) = fß(ct). Let D -{d¿:¿ G uj} be a countable dense subset of X. D exists since the product of continuum-many separable spaces is separable. Let Y be the union of the range of 7r and D. Let Y have the topology obtained by refining the subspace topology by isolating each element of D. Claim that F is a countably paracompact space such that D is dense in Y and the range of it is an uncountable closed discrete set. We show that the range of it is an uncountable closed discrete set. Let a E uii. By the additional assumption on the dominating family, there is a ß E 2W such that fß(et) -0 and such that for any a ^ a', f0(a') -1 and so it is an injection and the range of it is an uncountable set. . Y is completely regular since X is a 0-dimensional Hausdorff space (the 0-dimensional Hausdorff property is productive and preserved by isolating points). We show that Y is countably paracompact. Let {Un:n E uj} be an open cover of Y. Let {Wn:n E uj} be a partition of wi such that Tt(Wn) is contained in Un fl rng(7r). Let g:u>i -* uj be defined by g(ß) = n if ß E Wn. There is an a G 2" such that, for each ß E uji, fa(ß) > g(¡3). Let Vn = Unr\ {/: f(a) E fä(Wn)} -{di: i < n}. Claim that {Vn: n E w} is a locally finite family of open sets in Y which contains the range of it. {/: f(a) = fa (ß)} is a neighborhood of 7r(/3). Suppose {f:f(a) = fa(ß)} intersects Vn. {f:f(a) = fa(ß)} must intersect {f:f(a) E fä(Wn)} and so fa(ß) G fä(Wn). For each 7 G «i, fa(i) > 9(l), for each 7 G Wn, 3(7) = n and so fa(i) > n. {/: f(a) = fa(ß)} is a neighborhood of ~n(ß) which intersects Vn for, at most, the finitely-many n such that n < fa(ß)-{di} is a neighborhood of c¡¿ intersecting Vn for, at most, the finitelymany n < i and so we have shown that {V^: n G uj} is a locally finite family of open sets of Y containing the range of it. {Vn: n E ui} U {{d}: d E D -\J{Vn: n E uj}} is a locally finite refinement of {Un: n E uj} as required.
Question 2. Does 2H° < 2*1 imply that first countable separable countably paracompact spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff? Question 3. Does 2N° < 2Nl imply that special Aronszajn trees are not countably paracompact? Question 4. Let X be a first countable countably paracompact space. Is it true that if the continuum function is one-one then e(X) < c(X)t It is true if A" is a first countable normal space [12] . A weak form of countable paracompactness is used throughout this paper; it states that, whenever {An:n E uj} are disjoint closed sets, there exists a locally finite open family {On:n E uj} such that, for each n E uj, On contains An and is disjoint from Am for each m ^ n.
This weak form of countable paracompactness follows from normality and so Lemma 2 generalizes Lemma 1. This is not surprising when one notes that, if there is a first countable normal space which is not collectionwise Hausdorff, then there is such a space such that (X')' = 0 and that, in any regular space such that (X1)' -0, normal implies countably paracompact (where ' is the derived set operation).
An analog of countably paracompact is Ni-paralindelöf (every open cover of cardinality Ni has a locally countable open refinement).
Fleissner [16] has shown that V = L implies that first countable Ni-paralindelöf spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff.
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